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Agenda
Agenda
Time

Session

09:30

Registration, refreshments & networking

10.00

Chair’s morning introduction

10.05

Exploring the latest AI landscape & government strategies

10:20

Headline sponsor address

10.40

Panel discussion: Exploring the latest innovations in public sector AI
• Successfully harnessing AI: Driving digital transformation
• How will AI deliver predictive, proactive and personalised information?
• Cost strategy vs value strategy: Examining different ways of applying AI
• Where should you invest your resources?
• To automate or not to automate
Speaker: Professor Sir Adrian Smith FRS, Institute Director and Chief
Executive, The Alan Turing Institute (Confirmed)
Speaker: Eleonora Harwich, Director of Research and Head of Digital and Tech
Innovation, Reform (Confirrmed)

11.10

Refreshments & networking break
• peak to counterparts from across the sector and pick up tips on responding to
policy and best practice developments

11.40

Gold sponsor addresses
• Delegates will have the chance to hear first-hand about the latest innovations
and technologies being developed and deployed across the the public sector

Optimising AIs full potential: Ensuring open and structured data
12.20
• Breaking down physically and cultural barriers: Tools and techniques to share
Breakout room public and private sector data
1
• Turning round underutilised data
• Protecting sensitive data

Time

Session

AI & Cyber: An ever-evolving secure network
12.20
• How can AI create a constantly evolving cyber secure network?
Breakout room • Will AI mitigate against the weakest part of the chain, people?
2
• Is AI the future of cyber security?
Speaker: Nicola Whiting, Board member NeuroCyber & CSO, Titania (Confirmed)
13.00

Lunch, refreshments & networking
• Take advantage of the opportunity to expand your contact base by meeting
counterparts from across the sector and visiting the exhibition

14.00

Chair's afternoon remarks
Chair: Sam Trendall, Editor, PublicTechnology (Confirmed)

AI & Ethics: Preventing & tackling possible bias
14.05
• How can we tackle possible bias in an automated world?
Breakout room
• Building trust with AI
1
Speaker: Lisa Talia Moretti, Digital Sociologist, Goldsmiths College, University
of London (Confirmed)
14.05
From Avatars to Chatbots: How is AI changing customer services?
Breakout room • Automating customer services: Driving efficiencies and saving resources
2
• Creating stronger customer experiences
14.45

Refreshments & networking break

15.05

Building the right digital infrastructure
• Providing the infrastructure needed to meet the Government's ambition of
leading the world in AI

15.25

Support the next generation of AI
• How can we ensure that young people have the skills and experience needed to
succeed in AI?

15.45

Closing keynote
Speaker: Charles Bradley, Executive Director, Global Partners Digital
(Confirmed)

16.05

Chair's closing remark
Chair: Sam Trendall, Editor, PublicTechnology (Confirmed)

16.05

Close of summit

Please note that all speakers and the agenda are subject to change without notice.
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